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                        Resilent Loudspeaker Line Array Cables                    

                    CLA LL 4 & CLA LL 44
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                        Sustainability In A Hemp Jacket                    

                    ECOHEMP: Featuring a PVC free fabric jacket made of hemp
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                        100% PVC-free                    

                    ECOCORD: The environmentally friendly cable
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        News FROM CORDIAL    


Stay tuned
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				News							

		
		        	Cordial @ Integrated Systems Europe 2024

		
					
																				From January 30 to February 2, 2024 in Barcelona (Fira Gran Via). At booth 7C420.												

        
		
            

    



                                                                            

                                                                        
                                    
                                                                                                                                

    
            
            
                                                                                

        

    
    
					
				News							

		
		        	CLA LL 4 and CLA LL 44

		
					
																				Resilient loudspeaker line array cables for outdoor and indoor applications.												

        
		
            

    



                                                                            

                                                                        
                                    
                                                                                                                                

    
            
            
                                                                                

        

    
    
					
				News							

		
		        	Cordial @ SOMM Dealer Days 2022

		
					
																										SOMM DEALER DAYS will once again take place in Berlin on 29 and 30 October. The concept of the combined in-house trade ...												

        
		
            

    



                                                                            

                                                                

                        


                        
                                                            
                                    
                                                                            


                                                                            

        Cordial @ Integrated Systems Europe 2024

    
        
            
                From January 30 to February 2, 2024, Cordial will once again be exhibiting at Integrated Systems Europe. At stand 7C420, we will be presenting cable innovations in the field of event technology as well as product highlights from our PRO portfolio. Further information here

            


            
                    

    




                                    
                                

                                                            
                                    
                                                                            


                                                                            

        CLA LL 4 and CLA LL 44

    
        
            
                Cordial’s new loudspeaker line array cables: robust, flexible, and resilient - suspended at great heights in adverse weather conditions or laid directly on the ground without additional protection.


	Conductor cross-section: 4 x 2.50mm² (CLA LL 4) and 4 x 4.0mm² (CLA LL 44)
	Titanex® H07RN-F4G4 bulk cable complying with EN 50525-2-21, IEC 60245-4 standards
	Oil resistant, silicone and halogen free, flame retardant bulk cable complying with C2, NF C 32-070 & IEC 60332-1 standards
	Certified quality product according to VDE directive
	Transparent shrink on tubes for easy cable labeling 
	Loadable up to 250V/AC, 30A
	Featuring Neutrik® quality connectors complying with IEC 61984, IEC 62368-1, UL 94 V-0 standards



For further information click here

            


            
                    

    




                                    
                                

                                                            
                                    
                                                                            


                                                                            

        Cordial @ SOMM Dealer Days 2022

    
        
            
                SOMM DEALER DAYS will once again take place in Berlin on 29 and 30 October. The concept of the combined in-house trade fairs of leading manufacturers and distributors of musical instruments and equipment is thus entering its second edition: compact and according to the motto "Everything under one roof", the SOMM DEALER DAYS as a pure B2B event are precisely geared to the needs and requirements of the MI industry.



For two days, people can network, trade and talk shop. As a member of the SOMM, Cordial will of course be part of the party and will inform about our new products at booth 26, in the heart of the exhibition area, meet old acquaintances and many new faces from the industry and (as usual) serve the best coffee of the SOMM Dealer Days.

            


                            
					                    Come and meet us in Berlin!                

                
                    More information                

                

            
        
			            	

            
    
            
            
                                                                                

        

    
    
					
				Das Live-Event							

		
		        	Cordial @ SOMM Dealer Days 2023

		
					
																										Am 28. und 29. Oktober finden in Berlin erneut die SOMM DEALER DAYS statt. Das Konzept der vereinten Hausmessen ...												

        
					
				 Read more
			

		
            

            
    



			        

    

            
                    

    




                                    
                                

                                                    


                                            
                            
                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            
                                    
                                                                                                                                

    
            
            
                                                                                

        

    
    
					
				News							

		
		        	Cordial@LEaTcon 23

		
					
																										LEaTcon 23 - The networking convention for the live and entertainment industry will take place at the Hamburg Messe in ...												

        
		
            

    



                                                                            

                                                                        
                                    
                                                                                                                                

    
            
            
                                                                                

        

    
    
					
				News							

		
		        	The new ECOCORD cables - 100% PVC-free

		
					
																				The new ECOCORD instrument and patch cables: 100% PVC-free - featuring a recyclable cable sheath												

        
		
            

    



                                                                            

                                                                        
                                    
                                                                                                                                

    
            
            
                                                                                

        

    
    
					
				News							

		
		        	Red Dot Award 2023 Award ceremony for ECOHEMP

		
					
																										ECOHEMP, Cordial's PVC-free instrument cable in a 100% recyclable hemp fabric jacket, was awarded the world-renowned Red ...												

        
		
            

    



                                                                            

                                                                

                        


                        
                                                            
                                    
                                                                            


                                                                            

        Cordial@LEaTcon 23

    
        
            
                LEaTcon 23 - The networking convention for the live and entertainment industry.

From October 17 to 19 at the Hamburg Messe in Hall B6.

Cordial Goes North - we are there - at booth E7.


More information here.
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        The new ECOCORD cables - 100% PVC-free

    
        
            
                ECOHEMP marked the beginning of a new, largely sustainable cable line from CORDIAL. Now the new ECOCORD instrument and patch cables are following: 100% PVC-free - featuring a recyclable cable sheath made of TPE-V. No PVC waste which is difficult to recycle, no harmful gases during the disposal processes. Furthermore, less energy is needed to produce the TPE-V sheathing compared to conventional PVC materials.


For more information on ECOCORD, click here

            


            
                    

    




                                    
                                

                                                            
                                    
                                                                            


                                                                            

        Red Dot Award 2023 Award ceremony for ECOHEMP

    
        
            
                ECOHEMP, Cordial's PVC-free instrument cable in a 100% recyclable hemp fabric jacket, was awarded the worldwide renowned Red Dot Award on 19 June. The ceremonial awarding of the certificate, in this case in the discipline "materials and surfaces design", took place at the Red Dot Design Museum in Essen during the Designers' Night.


More information

            


            
                    

    




                                    
                                

                                                    

                                            
                            
                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            
                                    
                                                                                                                                

    
            
            
                                                                                

        

    
    
					
				News							

		
		        	German Innovation Award 2023 in Gold für ECOHEMP

		
					
																				On 23 May 2023, ECOHEMP was awarded with the German Innovation Award in Gold at a gala event in Berlin.												

        
		
            

    



                                                                            

                                                                        
                                    
                                                                                                                                

    
            
            
                                                                                

        

    
    
					
				News							

		
		        	ECOHEMP: Sustainable cables from Cordial

		
					
																										Cordial, the innovator in the field of instrument cables, is introducing a new era in cable production. We have decided ...												

        
		
            

    



                                                                            

                                                                

                        


                        
                                                            
                                    
                                                                            


                                                                            

        German Innovation Award 2023 in Gold für ECOHEMP

    
        
            
                Especially the abandonment of PVC for the sheath of the new cable series ECOCORD ( using a recyclable alternative fabric instead) and the additional textile sheath made of 100% hemp for the first product series ECOHEMP - as well as other aspects to reduce the CO² footprint - convinced the expert jury of the "German Design Council" with regard to the decision out of 650 submissions worldwide ( with a total of 20 "Gold Winners").


For Cordial, this is a great motivation for further steps towards sustainable products in the ECOCORD line.


More information can be found here.

            


            
                            
                    







ECOHEMP Landingpage "Rat für Formgebung"                
                    
    


                                    
                                
                                                            
                                    
                                                                            


                                                                            

        ECOHEMP: Sustainable cables from Cordial

    
        
            
                Cordial, the innovator in the field of instrument cables, is introducing a new era in cable production. We have decided to distance ourselves from traditional PVC jackets, which are criticized for their poor recyclability, and instead choose TPE-V.


TPE-V is a unique blend of soft and flexible components that ensure high flexibility and windability, as well as harder components that provide high resistance to impact and usability at high temperatures. But that's not all: TPE-V is also recyclable and requires significantly less energy to manufacture than traditional PVC materials. In addition, it is 25% lighter than PVC. This innovation is encased in a fabric jacket made of environmentally friendly hemp fibres, which are GOTS-certified.


We are proud that the entire production of our EcoHemp series takes place in Europe, in order to keep supply chains short and support a sustainable future. We also plant a tree for every cable sold through the organization Trees for the Future. The textile jacketing of our EcoHemp series is also GOTS certified.


We refer to our new meterware and product line as ECOCORD, and it is the first step towards a sustainable future at Cordial. Our philosophy is: A better world starts with a better cable. Convince yourself and learn more about our new ECOCORD instrument cables.
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                    Sustainability in a hemp jacket                

                

            
        
			            	

            
    
            
            
                                                                                

        

    
    
					
				Nachhaltigkeit im Hanfmantel							

		
		        	Die ECOHEMP Textilkabel – PVC-frei und 100% Hanf

		
					
																										Bei der Entwicklung des neuen Mantelmaterials haben wir als Kabel-Hersteller im Musikbereich komplett auf PVC ...												

        
					
				 Read more
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                        "The industry needs to be more agile, faster and more flexible than ever before"

                        

                        
                            The Corona pandemic has "spoiled" the anniversary for many companies - including Cordial. Now that a solution finally seems to be within reach: How does Cordial plan to move into the future?

                        

                        
                            To the Interview                        
                    

                

            

        

    


    
            



            					                            

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            A DJ TOURING THE AMERICAS


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        AGENT!

                        

                        
                            DJ Agent! has been on the road for many years. From small clubs to big festivals. Worldwide. A new tour experience: North America, Central America and South America. Accompanied by his Cordial cables.

                        

                        
                            Learn more                        
                    

                

            

        

    


    
            



            					                            

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Nashville


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        The legendary world capital of country music

                        The legendary world capital of country music

                        
                            Up to today, this place in the middle of Tennessee exudes tremendous power and energy: daily live shows everywhere, innumerable recordings are taking place in studios booked
to the limit, collectors and fans looking for vinyl treasures in the numerous record stores of the town.

                        

                        
                            Learn more                        
                    

                

            

        

    


    
            



            					                            

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Johnny Cash


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        “The Center of my Universe”

                        Johnny Cash’s refuge

                        
                            This house is located about 40 miles southwest of Nashville, in Bon Aqua, a small town of 6,500 inhabitants, off the main thoroughfare to Memphis. Die-hard Johnny Cash fans will recognize it right away, of course.

                        

                        
                            Learn more                        
                    

                

            

        

    


    
            



            					                            

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            The nephew - still alive


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        Mark Alan Cash

                        

                        
                            For many people, a prominent name may be too much of a burden and Mark Alan Cash can tell you a thing or two about this phenomenon as well. Cash’s nephew, who was born in 1962, has also led a turbulent life, went through a couple of hells due to alcohol and drugs and states that the only reason he’s still alive is his unshakable faith.
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                            The Cowgirl from Ohio


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        Rachel Dawson

                        

                        
                            Rachel Dawson loves nature, photography, horse riding and, above all, her three children. The mother, though, has one more genuine passion: music. 
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                            Do you feel the energy?


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        David Langley

                        

                        
                            When his mother died of cancer, David Langley was just 17 years old and without exaggerating you can say that his love of music helped him to survive this blow of fate and the ensuing hard times.
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                            Incredibly Talented


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        Isaac Moore

                        

                        
                            He is ranked among the greatest talents of country music: Isaac Moore, only 15 years old. Growing up in Indiana, the boy encountered traditional US sounds at the home of his grandparents at the tender age of two.
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                            Revival of an iconic event


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        Saturday Night in Hickman County

                        

                        
                            What an absolutely brilliant idea! After Johnny Cash had converted a former general store in his adopted hometown Bon Aqua into a recording studio, including a small stage, he established a music event called “Saturday Night in Hickman County”.
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                            The Man in Black’s drummer


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        WS „Fluke“ Holland

                        

                        
                            W.S. Holland, more commonly known by his nickname “Fluke” was the drummer in Cash’s band, the legendary Tennessee Three. Before he started playing for Johnny, Fluke had already played the drums for Rock'n'Roll heroes like Carl Perkins, Elvis Presley and Jerry Lee Lewis. The 81 year old is still performing with his own band today.
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                            The “stretched limousine escapade“


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        Chance Martin

                        

                        
                            Spending a snug evening with songwriter and guitar player Chance Martin inevitably leads to him telling you his favorite anecdote about his old buddy Johnny Cash. It’s the story about a trip to Las Vegas. The whole entourage – Martin then acting as Cash’s stage manager – was put up at Caesar’s Palace and the hotel management had provided a stretched limousine for Johnny Cash to use for free.
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                            Heinz Schneckenaichner


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        „I envisioned it would turn out so great!“

                        

                        
                            At the beginning of 2017, the cordial founder and longtime managing director, Mr. Heinz Schneckenaichner, died unexpectedly at the age of 79. In his commemoration, we publish an interview that his successor François Rousies has led with him on the occasion of the 20-year company anniversary.
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                            Here we’re thinking on our future


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        Ars Electronica

                        

                        
                            A few years ago, a promising partnership between cordial and ARS Electronica has been developed. In the meantime we look back on numerous forward-looking events and joint actions and look forward to further steps. The following contribution to the 20-year cordial anniversary conveys an impressive picture of Ars Electronica.

                        

                        
                            Learn more                        
                    

                

            

        

    


    
            



            					                            

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Unique acoustics ...


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        IMM

                        

                        
                            Since 2012, the Saxon media technology company IMM has been working in partnership with cordial and is still enthusiastic about the product quality of the cables. A few months after the start of the cooperation, the graduate engineer René Fritzsche, still today head of development, described his impressions.
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                            Pures Adrenalin ...


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        Victor Smolski

                        

                        
                            Born in Belarus and living in Germany, the exceptional guitarist Victor Smolski is one of veterans within the cordial family. Two and a half years before he founded the successful band Almanac – in fall of 2012 - he met Cordial in his hometown Minsk.
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                            Norddeutsch by nature.


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        Hans Engels

                        

                        
                            "It´s really friggin´ cold in Lüllau this evening. “It´s brass monkeys out there”, smiles Engels. In a remote corner of the northern part of the wintry Lüneburg Heath rests this cosy country inn called Brookhoff, complete with mill pond and all.
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                            A great Man-Machine Interface


                                                            
                                    

                                    

                                

                                                    

                        Chris Kramer

                        

                        
                            German blues musician Chris Kramer has played on lots of stages using piles of different cables. Then came the day CORDIAL cables blew him away!
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                            25 years of experience                        


                        
                            EDITION 25 Series                        


                        
                            Real eye-catcher                        

                    

                

            
            
            


            
    
    

    
                
            
    
    
                    
                                                                


                            
                    
                        
                            Perfect for pedalboards                        


                        
                            CFIP RR patch cables                        


                        
                            The ones featuring the extra flat pancake plugs                        

                    

                

            
            
            


            
    
    

    
                
            
    
    
                    
                                                                


                            
                    
                        
                            CORDIAL LIGHTING DMX                        


                        
                            Enlightening Solutions                        


                        
                            Reliability, Signal Fidelity, Efficiency                        

                    

                

            
            
            


            
    
    

    
                
            
    
    
                    
                                                                


                            
                    
                        
                            The appropriate cable for any recording session!                        


                        
                            Ultra clean signals in your studio                        


                        
                                                    

                    

                

            
            
            


            
    
    

    
                
            
    
    
                    
                                                                


                            
                    
                        
                            SMART SOLUTIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL DATA TRANSMISSIONS                        


                        
                            Cordial Data Cables                        
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